Community Responsibility

Making up more than 48 acres of our Winchester, Virginia hometown, we ensure our footprint is a positive one. The opportunity to contribute to a better world through our products and actions makes our work meaningful and rewarding. We strive to make the cities and towns where we do business better places to live.

As active members of the community we host blood drives, environmental clean-up days, and collect for organizations such as United Way. Our environmental efforts provide a safe haven for the turtles, trout, and blue heron of Abram’s Creek that flows cleanly through our grounds.

It is O’Sullivan’s policy to comply with all applicable Environmental laws and regulations. Our vision is to be recognized as an Environmental leader. We strive to prevent pollution and to reduce Environmental impacts to the air, land and water. We set Environmental improvement goals, develop action plans and measure results. We inform employees, the public and others about Environmental performance and impacts. We also monitor the effectiveness of the Environmental Management System and make changes to improve as appropriate.

Our efforts

Our efforts are awarded through Virginia’s E3 Program, which recognizes our ability to meet our compliance obligations, bring down emissions by 97%, reduce landfill waste, increase our recycling effects, reduce oil/water usage, and reduce storm water impacts as monitored and documented as required by ISO14001:2015 certification that O’Sullivan currently obtains.